
Places to Relax 

 
From the hills surrounding Valderice the landscape opens up in all its 

uncomparable beauty.  Bright and delicate colours alternate making such 

natural stage, blessed with year-round mild weather, unique.  A panoramic 

point linked to Valderice's superb landscapes is Cristo Re square, separated 

from the church bearing the same name by the town's main street.  The 

church of Cristo Re was built in 1950 and it became the town's principal 

church in 1956. 

 San Barnaba hill, with the ruins of its old church, offers visitors 

distant images whose attractiveness is enhanced by the naturalistic trail 

through the municipal pinewood.  The grove is one of Valderice's green 

lungs and a place of choice to relax during summer evenings, also 

featuring a playground and sport facilities.  On one side of the pinewood, 

an open air theatre stands on the site of an abandoned tuff quarry.  Here 

images and sounds of artistic performances blend in with those of nature.  

Although embracing an original modern style, San Barnaba Theatre - 

inaugurated in 1993 - displays classical notions and lines, such as a round 

stage and elegant stalls reminiscent of the oval circularity of Roman 

amphitheatres. 

 Whatever the viewing point overlooking Misericordia hill and its 

town park, visitors will be caressed by a cool Northen breeze and fresh air.  

Mediterranea scrubland, stony areas, groves, picnic areas, trails covering 

the park's 19 hectares, equipped with the lastest fire protection system, all 

contribute to make the hill an ideal place for wholesome environmental 

walks.  From Misericordia hill visitors can enjoy the incomparable view of 

Bonagia plain where Valderice's district touches the sea.  The coastal area 

between Mount Cofano and Mount Erice is one of the most important in 

Trapani's province for its nature and landscape. 

 To profit from the strong touristic potential of such stretch of 

coastline, works to redevelop and boost the area are underway.  So far the 

hydrogeological instability and degradation processes of the area have 

been tackled, especially Forgia river's mouth and the beach nearby, where 

the presence of cement is bigger.  Lido Forgia is not only a well-known 

destination among beach-goers but also recently it has become a place of 

exceptional scientific significance after the area has been chosen as a 

nesting site by the Loggerhead Sea Turtle 'Caretta Caretta', an 



extraordinary event, especially considering that until today there is no 

certainty about nesting in any other part of the Sicilian Thyrrenian coast. 

 Cortigliolo bay is a typical example of how it is possible to combine 

present-day touristic demands and to preserve the natural lanscape.  With 

its beach, rocks and a long waterfront for relaxing walks, Lido Valderice is 

a very popular seaside holiday resort.  For the whole of the XIX century 

the bay marked the Northen border of the Rizzuto-Sciare estate, owned by 

the barons of Cuddìa, in which a crenellated tower was erected in the 

middle of the 1500s to safeguard farming activities.  Known as 'Torre 

Sciare', the beautifully restored building has been annexed to a baglio (a 

fortified farm with a central courtyard) that has been converted into a 

holiday resort. 

 Bonagia's small harbour, a natural landing for pleasure craft, is set in 

a charming scenery.  Surrounded by the picturesque small houses of a 

fishing village (with opposite the contrasting sheer size of Mount Cofano), 

the harbour is dominated by two buildings of historic and social 

significance, the tower and  a tonnara (the plant in which the catch was 

processed and preserved).  Bonagia tower was erected at the end of the 

1400s to defend the tonnara and the harbour.  In 1624 it was seized and 

destroyed by Turkish pirates and two years later it was restored to its 

original design with a square plan and a sloping foot.  Today it still stands 

perfectly preserved as a symbol of local seafaring culture.  As for the 

tonnara, it is difficult to determine when it was built, certainly before the 

tower.  Documents show that in 1638 it was acquired by the Stella family 

(earls of Castel di Mirto who also owned Cofano tonnara).  The big baglio 

is composed of a series of buildings among which the raìs quarters ('raìs' 

comes from the Arabic and it means 'head', 'captain'), the earls' small 

palace, the crew's lodgings and the storehouses.  At the bottom of the wide 

courtyard visitors will find a chapel dedicated to a patron saint, to whom 

the crew asked for a bountiful 'mattanza' (the fishing technique as well as 

the catch) and protection from the perils of the sea.  The complex 

preserves its original beauty in the structures expertly restored (original 

style and materials were kept) and converted into a luxury holiday resort, 

which blends harmoniously with the surrounding natural environment.  

The complex constitutes what is left of the richest and most productive 

tonnare in the region of Trapani in the first two decades of the 1600s. 
 


